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※In the photograph, the product is shown with the long side upright.
※Please note that actual colors may differ from those shown here because 
　of the limitations of the printing process.  

Ivory Light Blue White Silver Light Gray

Standard Colors/Patterns

Ornamental Decorative Calcium Silicate Boards （Wave pattern）

Cera-Art Linebright (Noncombustible) NM-3348

Acrylic urethane coating 

Surface: 
Urethane sealer
 

Chamfered on four edges (single-tone paint)

Treated sub-layer
 (two-part reaction hardening type coating)
Hiluc M (1.0 calcium silicate boards)
Thickness: 6mm

Back: 
Urethane sealer
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■Installing Wave Patterned Cera-Art
★Wave pattern based on horizontal lines
★Because the pattern runs top to 
　bottom, confirm the direction
　of the arrow on back when gluing
　Basically, if the reference side is used 
　as a guide, the wavy lineson the front 
　will line up.

SanitaryInterior
walls

Hospital waiting room

Standard Specifications

※Standard product weights are standard values adjusted for moisture absorption ratios.

Base board

Thickness

Width × Length 

Standard weight 

Remarks

Hiluc M(1.0calcium silicate board)

6

910×1820、910×2420

6.9

Decorative layer Acrylic-urethane coating

mm

mm

kg/ｍ2

Decorative side: All for edges chamfered 
Back: Sealer treated

These uniquely impressive products 
bring an enhanced ambience of 
quality to any space
The line pattern on the surface creates a unique impression of softness 
and quality. 
This product is ideal for a wide range of original design concepts, 
including traditional Japanese and modern themes. 

Features
●Noncombustible decorative boards 
　with a line pattern on the surface
●Robust coating̶easy to clean, 
　resistant to detergents
●Tough, dependable surface̶less 
　prone to scratching than gypsum 
　board
●Easy to process using standard 
　tools, such as cutters and files
●More resistant to water than 
　gypsum board̶suitable for areas in 
　which water is used
●Not classed as formaldehyde 
　emitting materials, warning labels 
　not required

Uses
◆Interior finishing in wash rooms, 
　entrance halls, utility areas, etc.
◆Excellent reputation as material for 
　use in commercial and 
　transportation facilities, such as 
　shops, showrooms and concourses


